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Abstract: Product service system (PSS) design has drawn much attention in the last decade and
is expected to be affected by the fast-growing application of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies.
This study proposes a six-step design method by extending visual mapping design methods for the
PSSs that plan to apply IoT technologies. A new concept of “pseudo actors” that highlights the role
of the objects incorporating IoT technology is introduced in plotting actors and system maps and a
useful table is recommended to help evaluate alternatives of IoT technology application. An example
of a battery swapping system for electric scooters is illustrated for application potential. Actors and
system maps with “pseudo actors” are presented and analyzed, while IoT technologies are applied in
batteries, charging stations, cell phones, and scooters. Designers could use the proposed method to
select appropriate application of IoT technologies with higher customer value in a product service
system design.

Keywords: battery swapping; electric scooters; Internet of Things; product service system; visual
mapping method

1. Introduction

Product service system (PSS) design has drawn much attention recently because of its important
link to sustainability. Goedkoop et al. [1] argued that in a PSS service should be jointly considered with
product design so that higher eco-efficiency can be achieved. A definition of PSS given by Mont [2]
is “a system of products, services, supporting networks and infrastructure that is designed to be
competitive, to satisfy customer needs, and to have lower environmental impact than traditional
business models”. Ceschin [3], Tukker [4], and Piscicelli et al. [5] argue that PSS is a good solution for
reducing overconsumption and resource depletion. Lindahl et al. [6] and Vezzoli et al. [7] mentioned
that PSS could help lower resource use and achieve dematerialization. Many definitions of PSS
have been given in the literature. Examples include Goedkoop et al. [1], Mont [8], Tukker [4], and
Baines et al. [9]. Tukker [4] summarized eight popular types of PSS, including product-related service,
advice and consultancy of product use, product lease, product renting and sharing, product pooling,
activity management, pay per unit use, and functional result. A common ground of PSSs contributing
to sustainability is that PSS often provides services allowing people to use products instead of actually
owning them, thereby reducing resource depletion and waste generation.

In the literature many authors have discussed various design methods for PSS. Good examples
include Morelli [10], Auric et al. [11], Komoto and Tomiyama [12], Mussang et al. [13] and
Shih et al. [14,15]. After a thorough review of PSS design methods, Vasantha et al. [16] summarized
20 aspects that a good PSS design should cover. One key issue that was first raised by Morelli [10] is
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how to deliver a service, as well as identify inbound actors who are actually involved in information
transmission and service delivery. A series of articles have shown how to include actors and the
activities among them graphically so that further detail analysis and idea inspiration could be
conducted. Examples of this type of visual mapping methods include: “Activity Modeling Cycle”
(Matzen, [17]), “Customer value Chain” (Ishii, [18]), and “Service Ecology Map” (Moritz, [19]).
Recently, Lindahl et al. [20] and Desai et al. [21] integrated the ideas and proposed a method with
“Actors and System Maps” that was easy for designers to understand and use to communicate with
each other. Especially from a PSS perspective, designers could consider actors, the flows of products,
services, and information, and related activities in an integrated plot simultaneously. The advantage
of the method is being able to visualize the network of actors involved in an underlined PSS and
show the flows of products, services, and information among actors so that more detailed analysis and
evaluation could be made accordingly. This work takes advantage of visual mapping methods and
extends the latest one, a design method with actors and system maps, for further system analysis and
idea inspiration by incorporating Internet of Things technology.

Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept that implies all physical objects could be connected to the
Internet and thereby communicate with each other. It has become more important because of its fast
growth and the great potential of digitizing things in providing new value and creating new business.
Many reports have predicted the enormous potential of IoT technology in various settings, including
the home, office, factory, vehicle, city, etc. For example, McKinsey Global Institute [22] predicted
the potential economic impact of IoT technology application at as much as 11.1 trillion US dollars
per year in 2025, while Greenough and Camhi [23] projected that more than 34 billion devices will
be connected to the Internet by 2020 and private business will be the top adopter of IoT solutions.
Atzori et al. [24] stated that IoT application could be a promising paradigm with integrating several
technologies and communication solutions. Gubbi et al. [25] indicated that IoT technology makes
interconnected objects that not only harvest information from the environment (sensing) and interact
with the physical world (actuation/command/control), but also use the existing Internet to provide
services for information transfer, analytics, applications, and communications. This trend would affect
the design of service systems since objects (things) that apply IoT technologies may be smart and
connected and have the ability to memorize, communicate, and deliver services, thereby possibly
supporting or even replacing conventional human actors. It is important to find a suitable design
method that could properly present and evaluate new service systems that apply IoT technologies.
This study hence introduces a new concept of “pseudo actor” that describes the objects incorporating
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies and uses it in the design process. The advantages of introducing
the concept will be presented later.

As IoT-related hardware and technology have experienced rapid growth and improvement,
how to actually apply them, generate new services, and create value become important issues.
Dijkman et al. [26] studied how IoT can help in creating a new business model by using a canvas
provided by Osterwalder and Pigneur [27], which includes nine building blocks. The relative importance
of the options that link to IoT applications in the nine building blocks was presented through a literature
review, an interview, and a survey among practitioners. Among the building blocks, value proposition
plays a central role in creating a new business model. Maurya [28] proposed a lean canvas that puts more
emphasis on generating a new value proposition by introducing four new blocks: problem, solution,
key metrics, and unfair advantage to replace the blocks of key partner, key activity, key resource, and
customer relationship. Among the blocks, the new blocks of problem and solution together with “value
proposition” are highlighted and used in this study to explain how IoT could be implemented as
technological “solutions” to help generate a new service design and new customer values. Bucherer
and Uckelmann [29] claimed that IoT could provide more customer values since IoT technologies can
help overcome some technical problems, such as finding the right information and providing access
anywhere and anytime. These statements are still true for a product service system (PSS), indicating that
IoT technologies may bring in new solutions for existing/hidden problems and inspire new designs.
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The goals of this work are twofold, including (1) extending visual mapping methods with the
concept of “pseudo actors” for detail analysis and idea inspiration; and (2) proposing a useful table to
evaluate candidate applications of IoT technologies based on customers’ weightings on their unmet
needs. The reasoning, ideas, and advantages of introducing the concept of “pseudo actors” and the
evaluation table are presented in Section 2. Section 3 proposes a six-step method that includes the
extension of the method with actors and system maps with the concept of “pseudo actors” and a
useful table that helps evaluate and compare the customer value brought in by applying alternative
IoT technologies. Sections 4 and 5 present the background information for an illustrative example of a
battery swapping system for electric scooters and the results of executing the proposed method.

2. Visual Mapping Methods for a PSS Design and Ideas for Proposing a New Method

Visual mapping design methods have been used in the conceptual design phase to comprehensively
identify pertinent stakeholders, their relationships with each other, and their roles in the service system.
This type of method enables designers to identify how value is generated in the whole network through
service provision. It can also reveal opportunities to include other actors and stakeholders who are not
yet considered in the current system, as well as how relationships among actors can be established. As
various IoT technologies are to be included in service systems, the extension of the mapping methods
can be made to identify and highlight the roles and the effects of applying them.

Section 2.1 briefly presents the latest visual mapping method, a method with actors and system
maps, and Section 2.2 includes reasons to extend the method with actors and system maps. The first
one introduces the concept of “pseudo actors” in the mapping method to clearly identify the effects of
applying IoT technology in a service system. The second idea recommends a quantitative evaluation
table to evaluate multiple alternatives of using IoT technology that is inspired by the popular quality
function deployment (QFD) method and the problem-solution-value framework for the new value
proposition suggested by Maurya [28].

2.1. A Visual Mapping Method: Actors and System Maps

Visual mapping methods are widely used at the start of a service system development that
enables a design team to identify pertinent stakeholders and their relationships. The major advantage
of those methods is to identify and visually present the stakeholders, including customers, who are
involved with the effective delivery of the product or service to the customers. Good examples of
the mapping methods include Matzen [17], Ishii [18], Moritz [19], Tan [30], and Donaldson et al. [31].
Recently, Lindahl et al. [20] and Desai et al. [21] proposed a new mapping method called “actors and
system maps” method for PSS design that is easy to communicate with a high level of visualization and
provides a clear PSS perspective by simultaneously covering actors, products, services, information,
and activities. The method helps designers visualize the network of actors involved in the existing
or potential PSS and explicitly show the flows of products, services, and information among them.
These visualizations can be used to identify the lack of information flows, service delivery, and product
flows and help find possibilities for improvement. A proposed method is presented in the next section
that extends the method of “Actors and System Maps”. In this section the method is briefly described,
referring to the step-by-step description in Lindahl et al. [20] and Desai et al. [21]. These steps are:

(i) Define the PSS that will be analyzed. This includes setting up the goal and intended level for the
analysis. The information collection and analysis can be done in various ways depending on the
results of this step.

(ii) Identify the actors involved and the flows of products, services, and information among them.
The first part is to identify all human actors that can be a person, a group of persons, or a
department. Examples of actors are service staff, sales, information collectors, and customers.
This can be confirmed by asking actors their view of how the PSS is provided. The second part of
this step is to identify important interactions (flows and directions) among the actors. A product
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is a tangible object that is delivered from one actor to another, while service is intangible, e.g.,
education, support, or maintenance. When plotting out the flows between two actors, if it is a
two-way or one-way interaction, the line should clearly indicate the direction of flows.

(iii) Analyze if actors and the flows of products, services, and information are at a sufficient level
of detail. Since it is common for different actors to have different perspectives, a workshop is
needed to find whether the identified actors and the flows of products, services, and information
are at a sufficient level of detail. Plots that are drawn from different actors can be merged into an
overall actor map.

(iv) Identify those activities that are used to manage products, services, and information. An activity is
characterized by the condition in which things (e.g., flows of products, services, and information)
are happening or being done. Examples of an activity include checking the quality of a delivered
product, assigning a tool that may be used in service delivery, and setting the frequency of passing
collected data. In the map, specific activities are spelled out and illustrated by boxes.

(v) Analyze if the identified activities are at a sufficient level of detail. This is important when
different actors have plotted their own perspectives independently and then those plots have
been merged into an overall plot. This step is often done in a workshop with different actors
involved, making sure that the map is at a sufficient level of detail.

(vi) Identify improvement possibilities. This step could be done in a workshop held for Step (v) or
in a separate workshop with domain experts and users. Examples of improvement possibilities
include getting better information flows between two different actors, adding a new actor to
enhance service quality, or providing additional channels of service delivery. Drawing two “actor
and system maps” representing the system before and after the improvement possibility can help
visualize and analyze the difference.

2.2. Reasons and Ideas for Proposing a New Method

As mentioned earlier, IoT technologies like identification and tracking technologies, wired
and wireless sensors and actuator networks, enhanced communication protocols, and distributed
intelligence for smart objects have been applied in service systems. With IoT technologies, an object
may become “smart and connected” and have the ability to memorize, communicate, and deliver
services, thereby possibly supporting or even replacing conventional human actors. It is important
to find a suitable design method that could identify potential improvement in new service systems
that apply IoT technologies. This work extends the method with actors and system maps with a novel
concept called “pseudo actors” that identify the role of the objects incorporating IoT technologies
in a service system. By naming the objects with “pseudo actors” and acknowledging the difference
between conventional actors and pseudo actors in visual mapping methods, designers could find
possible improvements and evaluate the potential of applying IoT technologies.

On the other hand, when there are multiple alternatives for incorporating IoT technologies,
designers need to evaluate and choose the best alternative, which should be the one with the highest
“customer value”. However, the problem is how to evaluate the alternatives of IoT technologies from
users’ perspectives and whether the evaluation can be expressed quantitatively. In the following, two
major ideas for proposing a new integrated method are presented.

(I) As Giusto et al. [32] mentioned, the basic idea of “Internet of Things” is the pervasive presence
around us of a variety of objects—such as Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags, sensors,
actuators, etc.—that are able to interact and cooperate with each other to reach common goals.
Designers need to evaluate how and to what extent these “objects” can be involved and integrated
into a PSS. These “things” are digitized, smart, and connected objects, very much like the
actors in the “Actors and System Maps” method, where an actor is originally recognized as “an
individual, a group, a function or a department”. To highlight the role of the objects that apply
IoT technologies and their interaction with other actors in a service system, the concept of the
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“pseudo actor” is introduced. Since objects incorporating IoT technologies may well have the
ability of memorizing, communicating, delivering information, and even taking some actions,
they are literally acting very much like conventional actors. The word “pseudo” is used since
they have less intelligence, less ability of making real-time responses to sophisticated situations,
and less empathetic and spontaneous responses than human actors, which are important in direct
interaction with customers. That is why the authors suggest using the term “pseudo actors,”
indicating that these smart and active objects can be treated “almost” like a conventional actor.
If the concept of “pseudo actors” is integrated into the plotting of “Actors and System Maps,”
designers can visualize and analyze: (a) the effect of applying IoT technologies on some objects;
(b) the interaction among actors and pseudo actors; and (c) the potential of service improvement
due to IoT application, while the original benefits of plotting “actors and system maps” remain.

A key problem is how to identify “pseudo actors” and then present them in the actors and system
maps. Since “pseudo actors” represent the objects (things) that apply IoT technologies, one can identify
candidate “pseudo actors” by examining the physical objects that are involved in the service network
and/or appear in the process of service provision. Taking an example of riding electric scooters,
candidate “objects” may be scooters, batteries, locks, parking facilities, helmets, and even traffic
control devices. Designers then want to know whether including the objects implemented with IoT
technologies could help improve the service system. Typical advantages of introducing “pseudo actors”
include: providing additional information flows, delivering reliable and quick responses to customers’
needs, enhancing service quality, reducing human actors’ workload, providing instant access to remote
information centers, keeping use record of products, etc. Drawing actors and system maps with
the candidate pseudo actors could facilitate the design process since visualizing the positions and
roles of the pseudo actors and identifying the flows (interaction) between them and other actors can
be helpful in understanding and describing how a service system could be enhanced or reshaped.
The abovementioned steps including (a) examining potential objects; (b) applying IoT technologies
on the objects (i.e., candidate pseudo actors); and (c) including “pseudo actors” and flows in actors
and system maps should be conducted iteratively and on a trial and error basis. Designers could
draw an actors and system map for a combination of candidate pseudo actors and evaluate the effects
and improvements. Many maps with different combinations of pseudo actors may be drawn and
compared before further evaluation and selection is conducted.

Since “pseudo actors” are physical objects with IoT technologies, they are different from human
actors. With IoT technologies like sensors and information and communication technologies, “pseudo
actors” are good at constantly monitoring operation status, generating data, summarizing and passing
data, responding to inquiries, connecting with other information system, accessing information
from remote (cloud) systems, etc. In general, they are accurate, fast, and work constantly without
resting. However, they have weaknesses such as working with limited intelligence, not being able to
respond to abrupt situations, and not being able to deliver services with understanding and empathy.
These differences make identifying “pseudo actors” in the maps necessary so that designers can
identify and differentiate the roles of the two types of actors and the interaction between them and
make better evaluations. This is important in examining the quality of the flows that are connected
with pseudo actors, especially the flows between customers and pseudo actors, and evaluating the
extent of improvement made by introducing IoT technologies. With the concept of “pseudo actors,”
the method of “Actors and System Maps” are modified and expanded. For example, starting from
Step (ii) described in Section 2.1 to identify actors and draw system maps, potential pseudo actors
should be included together with conventional actors, thereby noting down all interactions (flows of
products, services, and information) among different actors and pseudo actors. In addition to adding
new nodes denoting pseudo actors, new flows of services and information are presented in the maps.

(II) To choose the alternatives of IoT application for achieving higher customer value, two ideas
are adopted, including (a) the link among problem-solution-value for obtaining the new value
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proposition in the lean Canvas proposed by Maurya [28] and (b) the QFD method to evaluate
technology alternatives. To decide which objects should be chosen to incorporate IoT technologies,
designer should start by identifying what are the unmet needs from customers’ perspective.
The unmet needs bring on “problems” while IoT technology provides possible technological
“solutions”. This study proposes a method following the sequence of identifying a “problem,”
finding alternative uses of IoT technologies as solutions, and finally evaluating the “value”
offered to customers with the IoT technology application. Problems or unmet needs are identified
from user experiences with the current service system, while various IoT technologies that are
potentially used in different objects are seen as potential technological solutions. By putting
the two in one table, designers can clearly see the alternatives and hence evaluate the potential
contribution of applying IoT technologies to fulfill the unmet needs of customers. For each IoT
technology candidate, the contribution to solving unmet needs can be analyzed and identified by
going through the expanded actors and system maps method. By observing and comparing the
actors and flows in the maps drawn for the systems before and after the candidate alternative is
incorporated, the improvement and contribution can be identified.

In the following sections, a useful table is recommended for preliminary assessment of
implementing IoT technologies in the “objects” in PSSs to create new customer value. The content
and expression of the table are inspired by the popular QFD method that relates customer voice and
technology improvement (Akao, [33]). In QFD, by inputting the weightings of customer voices and a
relationship matrix, one can get quantitative scores of different technology improvement alternatives.
Referring to the idea of QFD, this proposed method recommends an evaluation table to obtain
quantitative scores of IoT technology alternatives with input of the weightings on unmet needs.

3. A Method Proposed to Evaluate System Improvement with IoT Technology Application

In light of the two ideas mentioned in the last section, together with the method of plotting “actors
and system maps,” the three major stages of creating customer value are: identifying unmet customer
needs, finding available IoT technologies as solutions, and evaluating and selecting alternatives with
higher customer values. A six-step procedure is recommended in the following for evaluating the
potential use of IoT technologies to create new value in redesigning PSS. Besides the introduction of
“pseudo actors” for better visualizing and analyzing the effect of IoT technology application, Steps 4 to 6
suggest a quantitative evaluation procedure for choosing appropriate IoT technologies. The six steps are:

(1) Step 1. Find customers’ unmet needs or dissatisfaction. Interviewing users is helpful. The needs
of other stakeholders should also be considered by following the design principles suggested in
the user-centered design (Norman and Draper [34]; Shneiderman [35]; Preece et al. [36]) and the
participatory design (Kensing and Blomberg [37]; Schuler and Namioka [38]; Muller et al. [39]).
In other words, users should be seen in a broad sense and their goals, experiences, and needs
should be carefully investigated and covered in the design process. The user journey could be
recorded referring to the frequently used user experience design method so that users’ feelings,
dissatisfaction, and unmet expectations can be pinpointed. Dissatisfaction or users’ unmet needs
in different stages in the user journey should be carefully identified and described. If several unmet
needs are found, the relative importance of these needs should be evaluated, noting the weighing
factors quantitatively, such as Wi, where i denotes the ith users’ unmet need. The weighting factor
with respect to an unmet need could reflect the relative “value” recognized by the customers if
the need is fulfilled by applying some IoT technologies. Determination of the weighting factors
could become complicated when multiple stakeholders’ interests are considered simultaneously.
Negotiation and trade-off among stakeholders may be needed to determine the weightings.

(2) Step 2. Identify candidate objects as “pseudo actors” and the potential use of IoT technologies.
Identify objects (things) that either users may use (direct contact) or the service delivery may
count on or involve, and treat them as candidate objects (things) that could be digitalized
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and connected by IoT technologies. In the PSS design (e.g., car rental), the tangible product
(e.g., car) and its related facility or objects in the infrastructure (e.g., parking facility) are often
considered as candidate pseudo actors. Typical IoT technologies used include digital tags,
memory chips, sensors, communication devices, and actuators. These candidate objects (things)
are also candidate “pseudo actors” that may store memories, sense, communicate, and even take
action, thereby playing active roles in interacting with other conventional actors and contributing
to service improvement.

(3) Step 3. Analyze whether the identified actors and pseudo actors, along with IoT technology and
together with the flows of products, services, and information, could offer solutions to unmet
needs. After Step (2), implementing IoT technologies in the candidate pseudo actors could be
recognized as potential “solutions” to the problems obtained in Step (1). Drawing an “actors and
system map” for a combination of actors and pseudo actors could help analyze and evaluate
how and to what extent the combination can fulfill an unmet need. Steps (2) and (3) should
be conducted iteratively. Many actors and system maps with different combinations of pseudo
actors may be drawn and compared. Note that pseudo actors as well as conventional actors are
noted as nodes, while flows of products, services, and information are noted as arrows. The boxes
attached to arrows stand for activities. Figure 1 illustrates a simple example where two rectangles
represent conventional actors: the right one is customers, the left one denotes service providers,
and the circle denotes a pseudo actor. Because of a pseudo actor joining in, the flows between
the two conventional actors increase. For example, a car (pseudo actor) in a car rental service
is equipped with some IoT technologies so that additional information could be delivered to
customers directly from the “smart” car. By drawing a map, designers can visualize and analyze
if the service level is improved by pseudo actors joining in. One can imagine that with these
pseudo actors joining in the PSS the interaction (flows of products, services, and information)
among actors changed and the potential service improvement is identified much more easily.
Since there are limitations on the flows connecting pseudo actors depending on the IoT
technologies included, pseudo actors and related flows should be noted carefully on the map.
For example, pseudo actors may be good in delivering additional information but not able to
pass physical products and interact with users via sophisticated communication.
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Figure 1. An illustration of adding one pseudo actor to an actors and system map.

(4) Step 4. Use a recommended table to summarize “problems” and corresponding feasible
“solutions”. A table that helps evaluate the application potential of IoT technologies in different
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pseudo actors to improve services is suggested herein. An illustrative table is shown in Table 1.
The first column on the right contains the problems (users’ unmet needs) and the second column
contains the weightings of these needs (from Step (1)), while the top row contains horizontally
a list of IoT technologies applied in different pseudo actors (from Step (2)). Inside the table,
designers could check if a combination of IoT technology application could contribute to solving
a problem (from Step (3)). Note that “actor and system maps” should be drawn for analysis and
clearly identify whether an alternative combination is legitimate for solving a specified unmet
need. There could be more than one alternative combination for each unmet need (problem).
For example, there are more than two alternatives for each unmet need in Table 1.

Table 1. A table summarizing unmet needs and alternative combinations of applying IoT technologies.

Unmet Needs
Weighting

Factors Alternatives
IoT Technology

Applied on Object 1
IoT Technology

Applied on Object 2
. . . Contribution to

Unmet Needs
Weighted

Score

Alternative 1 v v
Unmet need A Weight wa Alternative 2 v

. . .
Alternative 1 v v

Unmet need B Weight wb Alternative 2 v
. . .

(5) Step 5. Evaluate the contribution of each alternative combination of IoT technologies to each
unmet need. After finishing Step (4), alternative feasible combinations for solving unmet needs
are clearly identified and presented in rows in the table. To identify the contribution to solving
an unmet need by each alternative (combination) to the PSS, at least one additional actors map
should be plotted for each alternative. By carefully observing each corresponding “actor and
system map” and identifying the flows of products, services, and information that interact directly
with customers, designers could evaluate to what extent an alternative can fulfill an unmet need.
To compare the contributions of different alternatives of IoT application, quantitative expression
of the contributions to the unmet needs is suggested. The second column on the right in Table 1
contains the contribution score of each alternative to the corresponding unmet need. To get
a quantitative expression, a score ranging from 1 to 10 is used where 10 means the highest
contribution to an unmet need.

(6) Step 6. Calculate the total weighted scores and select the optimal alternative. To select an
alternative that offers the best value, the proposed method suggests calculating the total weighted
score for each alternative combination of IoT technologies. Firstly, the weighting factor for each
unmet need is multiplied by the contribution score of each alternative to get a weighted score.
The first column on the right in Table 1 contains the calculated weighted scores for alternatives.
Secondly, all weighted scores to all unmet needs for each alternative are summarized to get a total
weighted score. The total weighted score of each alternative stands for the overall “value” offered
by the alternative of IoT technology application. Please note that users or domain experts should
be invited in Steps (5) and (6) since opinions from the user side are very important regarding the
“value” evaluation.

Consequently, the proposed method can help (1) identify and highlight the roles of pseudo actors
that denote the objects applying IoT technologies; (2) draw the actors and system maps to visualize
the interactions between actors and pseudo actors; (3) evaluate potential improvement due to IoT
technology applications; and (4) quantitatively evaluate and select the alternatives that offer the highest
customer value.

4. A Case of Developing Battery Swapping Services for Electric Scooters in Taiwan

As an illustrative example of the proposed method, a PSS for the battery swapping service for
electric scooters is selected. This section briefly presents some background on promoting electric
scooters with battery swapping services in Taiwan. The first reason for promoting battery swapping
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services is that charging the battery of an electric scooter is still time-consuming; even in a fast charging
mode it may still take more than half an hour, so battery swapping services provide a convenient
choice. Secondly, battery swapping services encourage users to simply buy services instead of buying
batteries, thereby reducing resource use and encouraging sustainability. In this context, the Taiwan
government decided to subsidize battery swapping service systems for electric motorcycles and bikes
in 2012 (EPA, Taiwan [40]). The original master plan presented by the local government includes:
(1) encouraging start-up companies to build service systems including swapping stations, standardized
batteries, and service infrastructure; and (2) persuading major motorcycle manufacturers to adopt
standardized batteries so that motorcycles from different brand names could use the same swapping
service. In the original business model, a user purchased a motorcycle and a battery and then paid for
each swapping service. After more than one year, the start-up companies failed to persuade major
manufacturers to adopt standardized batteries and expand the service scale. Since the idea of using
standardized batteries did not work, customers had very few choices of compatible motorcycle models.
Since major manufacturers did not commit and the start-up companies themselves were not able to
develop attractive new motorcycle models, the market share of battery swapping services remained
very low. Major complaints from customers included: (1) the design of available motorcycles was
not attractive and few choices were available; (2) few swapping stations were established; and (3) the
batteries provided by the system were not reliable or trustworthy.

After 2013, these new companies gave up seeking cooperation with major manufacturers and
tried to establish their own brand names, launch new designs, and develop new business models.
In this stage, customers do not have to purchase batteries; they simply pay for each swapping service.
However, users kept complaining that they could not get a fully charged battery when they needed one
and felt no confidence in the efficiency of the battery they got from the swapping service. In this context,
local users have not yet enjoyed the full benefits of battery swapping services and constantly compared
the swapping service with the traditional method of owning a battery and charging it by themselves.

Since 2015, several companies that offered battery swapping services have adopted new
technologies like IoT technologies and launched new business models. A good example company is
Gogoro, which officially launched in June 2015 and started selling its newly designed smart scooters.
The scooter price ranges from 2700 to 4000 USD, while the service fee is set between 10 to 30 USD
per month depending on the riding mileage. It has several innovative selling points different from
those of existing companies such as fashion scooter design, placing unmanned swapping stations
at sites like convenience stores and universities, requesting and reserving batteries remotely, and
vastly shortening the time for swapping. To accomplish these, Gogoro has extensive applications of
IoT technologies in providing a system with innovative and competitive battery swapping services.
Because of the extensive use of IoT technology, it was listed in “The Top 100 Internet of Things Start-ups
for 2015” by Mattermark [41]. One of the selling points is that the swapping operation only takes
six seconds because riders can request and reserve charged batteries using a smartphone app when
they discover the battery power is low. In the service design, batteries, swapping stations, scooters,
cell phones, and the control center are connected via IoT technologies and an information network.
More than 25 sensors were placed in a battery, while more than 30 sensors were implemented in a
scooter to provide more information and real-time monitoring. The monitoring system updates the
status information every 10 min, providing instant feedback to riders as well as to Gogoro’s control
center. By using IoT technology, it enhances the service quality and the speed of allocating swapping
stations, reserving a charged battery, ensuring the reliability of batteries, recording riding history,
diagnosing system problems, etc. The extensive use of IoT technologies by Gogoro and its success
story has encouraged the promotion of battery swapping services for electric vehicles.

5. An Illustrative Example of Battery Swapping Service Improvement Using the Proposed Method

To illustrate the application potential of the proposed method, a system design for improving
battery swapping services by using IoT technology is presented. Although new electric scooters made
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by Gogoro have already extensively applied IoT technology, the authors picked the battery swapping
service as an example for illustration purposes. With the illustration, one can learn more about how IoT
technology can help create customer value, visualize the interaction between actors and pseudo actors,
and execute the evaluation process quantitatively. In this section, the six-step method presented in
Section 3 is applied to find new service designs, assuming the designers start from a point where no IoT
technology was used yet. The following illustrates the execution of the proposed method, step by step:

(1) Step 1. Unmet needs or dissatisfaction of customers are identified, assuming that the battery
swapping service is conducted in a conventional way where a user takes the battery to a service
provider to get a charged one when the battery power is exhausted. This is similar to the
situation users faced in Taiwan before 2015. The user simply has to trust the service provider to
provide a fully charged battery. Figure 2 shows a simple “actors and system map” describing the
service operation without using IoT technology. Table 2 contains the flows of products, services,
and information. After an interview with a group of users, one of the unmet needs is a lack
of confidence about the batteries they get. More guarantees and more information about the
batteries obtained from a swapping service are demanded by the users. For illustration, another
minor complaint from users is the lack of personalized settings on the display panel of a scooter.
Designers asked users to weigh the relative importance of the above two “problems” (unmet
needs) and got the weighting factors accordingly.
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Table 2. Flows between actors without using IoT technology.

Number Type of Interaction Description

1 Product flow Service provider provides a charged battery to users or users give
back an exhausted battery.

2 Service flow Service provider charges battery and makes sure it is fully charged.

3 Information flow Service provider provides ID of the battery and shows the proof of the
battery being fully charged to the user.

(2) Step 2. Find candidate objects that might apply IoT technologies. In this illustrative case,
cell phones, batteries, a scooter itself, unmanned charging stations, and the service control
center are candidate objects and various IoT technologies such as memory, RFID tag, sensors,
wireless communication device, microprocessor, and actuator could be applied on each object.
There are various combinations of IoT technologies applied on the candidate objects. Most of the
combinations would be screened out in the next step and only feasible alternative combinations
would go through further evaluation.

(3) Step 3. Identify feasible alternative combinations of IoT technology applications for solving
each unmet need. Screen out those combinations that are not feasible or do not contribute
to meeting unmet needs. This step should be done by relying on domain expertise or on a
trial-and-error basis. It is important to draw an “actors and system map” for each feasible
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alternative, where pseudo actors are identified as the objects that equipped with IoT technologies.
The flows of products, services, and information between actors and pseudo actors should be
carefully identified and examined and whether unmet needs are fulfilled should be checked.
To demonstrate, Table 3 presents two alternatives that can solve the two unmet needs, where
“v” denotes the IoT technology in the specified object is selected in the alternative combination
(in a row). The IoT technologies include: a wireless communication device (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth),
some computing tools (e.g., microprocessor, electric control unit on scooter), an actuator, a
sensor, and a memory device. At the top of Table 3, the technologies are noted as a wireless
communication device (WL), a microprocessor (MP), an actuator (AT), a sensor (SS), and a memory
device (MM). Figures 3 and 4 show the “actors and system maps” for two illustrative alternatives
for two unmet needs, in which arrows represent the flows between actors and pseudo actors,
rectangles denote conventional actors, and circles denote pseudo actors. Tables 4 and 5 include
the descriptions of flows and some activities corresponding to the arrows in the two figures.
Please note that in order to keep the illustration straightforward the authors did not consider
other innovative design means besides introducing IoT technology for fulfilling unmet needs.
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Table 3. Alternative combinations of IoT technologies for two specified unmet needs.

Unmet Needs Weights Alternatives
Scooter Charging

Station
Cell

Phone Battery Control
Center

WL MP AT SS WL WL SS WL MM MP WL MP

More reliable
battery W1 Alternative 1 v v v v v v v v v v v

Personalized
display panel W2 Alternative 2 v v v v
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Table 4. Description of flows for alternative 1.

Number Type of Flows Description

A1 information Riding distance record for the currently used battery
A2 service Battery provides power (electricity) for the scooter
A3 information Battery passes riding distance record to the charging station

A4 information Battery passes remaining power and other records
indicating battery efficiency to charging station

A5 information Charging station provides riding distance, battery
remaining power, efficiency records to control center

A6 information Control center passes summary report and condition of battery to charging station

A7 information Remaining power and accumulated riding distance of the battery
A8 information Battery passes current power status of power to scooter
A9 information Scooter passes current power status to cell phone

A10 information Cell phone displays power status to users
A11 product User and service provider swap batteries

Table 5. Description of flows of alternative 2.

Number Type of Flows Description

B1 service Cell phone provides choice of settings for display panel on a scooter,
e.g., color of panel backlight, pattern of light blinking, etc.

B2 information Cell phone passes the personalized settings to scooter

B3 service Scooter provides personalized settings to a user

(4) Step 4. Make a summary table like Table 6, which includes all unmet needs and all feasible
alternatives that consist of multiple IoT technologies on specified objects (pseudo actors).
Note that one alternative (e.g., alternative 1) originally picked for solving one problem (e.g.,
a more reliable battery) may also make a contribution to solving another problem (e.g.,
a personalized display panel). So, alternatives 1 and 2 appear twice in the table so that the
total contribution of each alternative to the system improvement can be summarized later.

(5) Step 5. Evaluate the contribution of each alternative to solving each problem (fulfilling each unmet
need). The second column on the right of Table 6 contains the contribution scores for illustration.
The scores could be made by designers, together with users, based on the detailed presentation of
“actors and system maps” and the description of flows. An analysis and discussion of the flows of
products, services, and information that directly connect with customers are essential in this step.

(6) Step 6. Calculate total weighted scores for all alternatives and make a decision. By multiplying
the weighting factors of problems and the contribution score of each alternative, one can get a
weighted score for each alternative. The first column on the right in Table 6 contains the weighted
scores. For example, the weighted score of Alternative 1 for the first unmet need is 5.6 (= 0.8 × 7).
The total scores can be obtained by summing up all the weighted scores with respect to each
alternative. For example, the total score of Alternative 1 is 6.6 (= 5.6 + 1.0) while the total score
of Alternative 2 is 2.4 (= 0.8 + 1.6). The total score represents the relative “customer value”
contributed by each alternative combination of IoT technology application. The total scores can
be used to rank the alternatives when making decisions to further improve the system.

As a result, Alternative 1 is recommended because its combination of IoT technologies helps
create the relatively higher customer value. Several IoT technologies are chosen to apply to objects
like batteries, swapping stations, scooters, cell phones, and the control center, as indicated in Table 6.
In addition to the demonstration of the easy-to-use method, this illustration also shows the benefits of
introducing “pseudo actors” and using the proposed method, such as highlighting the roles of pseudo
actors in “actors and system maps,” visualizing the interaction between actors and pseudo actors, and
getting a preliminary quantitative evaluation with the recommended evaluation table.
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Table 6. A summary evaluation table of alternative combinations of IoT technologies.

Unmet Needs Weights Alternatives
Scooter Charging

Station
Cell

Phone Battery Control
Center

Contribution to
Unmet Need

Weighted
Score

WL MP AT SS WL WL SS WL MM MP WL MP

More reliable
battery 0.8

Alternative 1 v v v v v v v v v v v 7 5.6
Alternative 2 v v v v 1 0.8

Personalized
control panel 0.2

Alternative 1 v v v v v v v v v v v 5 1.0
Alternative 2 v v v v 8 1.6
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6. Conclusions

This study proposes a practical design method that extends visual mapping methods by
introducing “pseudo actors” to help design PSSs that plan to incorporate IoT technologies. The reasons
for introducing pseudo actors and how to identify them are presented. Because of the differences
between pseudo actors and conventional actors, there are advantages to differentiating pseudo actors
from conventional actors in plotting actors and system maps. Designers can visualize and analyze the
potential effect of applying IoT technologies with the maps including the nodes of pseudo actors and
conventional actors and the flows of information, services, and products among them. By plotting
the pseudo actors, the role and interaction with other actors of the objects applying IoT technologies
are distinguished from those of conventional actors. This method also recommends a useful table to
quantitatively evaluate alternatives of IoT technology application based on users’ weightings of their
unmet needs. The idea of bridging the customer value and technology alternatives for evaluation is
inspired by the QFD method. To make the method more practical, a six-step procedure is proposed
that covers three stages of creating customers’ value including identifying unmet needs, finding
technological solutions, and selecting alternatives that generate greater value. The six steps include
(1) identify unmet needs or dissatisfactions and provide weighting factors; (2) identify objects
(candidate pseudo actors) that adopt IoT technologies; (3) identify feasible alternative combinations of
IoT technologies for solving each unmet need. Pseudo actors are identified and included in plotting
actors and system maps herein to facilitate feasibility check; (4) use a recommended table to summarize
alternative combinations of IoT technologies for each unmet need; (5) quantitatively evaluate the
contribution of each alternative to each unmet need by plotting extended actors and system maps;
and (6) calculate total weighted scores so that the relative value created by the alternatives can be
presented to designers for decision-making.

An illustrative example of the battery swapping system design for electric scooters is presented
and discussed. After a brief description of the background is presented, the proposed method
is used to find alternative combinations of IoT technologies that create higher customer value
step-by-step for illustration. Different from a traditional battery swapping service, batteries, unmanned
charging stations, cell phones, and electric scooters are considered as candidate objects that apply IoT
technologies, and are noted as pseudo actors in the map plotting and evaluation process. During the
execution of the proposed method, the influence and value generated by alternative combinations of
IoT technologies can be visualized and evaluated. Consequently, the actors and system maps, along
with tables of flows, are obtained for two unmet needs. By using the proposed table, designers can
conduct quantitative evaluation and sort out priorities of alternative combinations of IoT technologies
for creating higher customer value. As a result, the example illustrates that the proposed method can
help designers visualize the effect of introducing IoT technologies, highlight the roles of pseudo actors,
and find the best alternative of IoT technology application to create customer value.
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